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1f._18lilfLibrary Improvements to Be Madelfiflilf!llj
by Julie Hamos
At long last, it appears that
improvements in law school
facilities are forthcoming. Dis-
cussion with Hugh Y. Bernard,
Law Librarian and R. G.
Bidwell, his assistant, have
indicated that library users may
hope to see the following
improvements in the not too
distant future. (l) a properly
functioning cooling and heating
system; (2) comfortable study
furniture; (3) carpeting in all
study areas; (4) no leakage from
the ceiling in the first floor
. smoking lounge; and (5) syn-
chronized elevators. '
The scheduled improvements
are in response to concern that
the law library facilities are not
comparable in quality or com-
fort to the new university and
medical school libraries. Fur-
thermore, rumors circulating
within the university allege that
the law school is operating with
its head above waters while
distributing its surplus to other
financially crippled depart-
ments.
In fact, budget summaries for
the most recent academic year
for which figures are available,
1972-n, confirm that the law
school was budgeted at June 30,
1973, for a total amount of
$1,784,759 but had actual ex-
penditures of only $1,738,094 or
$46,665 less than the budgeted
amount. If such is the case, it is
inexcusable that law students at
George Washington are forced
to endure an uncomfortable and
ill-equipped library while tui-
tions are used to subsidize other
divisions of the university.
Furthermore, Mr. Bernard
confirmed that the libarary was
constructed in 1967 in the least
expensive way possible without
the services of professional
library design consultants or the
input of law faculty or students.
Accordingly, as the "pioneer" of
the three major libraries on
campus, it suffers from deficien-
cies that have been remedied in
the new campus libraries with
the benefit of hindsight and
experience. Dean Kramer is
skeptical that money from the
law school budget can be
allocated to make extensive
improvements at this time, but
Mr. Bernard seems hopeful that
improvements in study facilities
can be undertaken and financed
by the university.
The conditions of the law
library require much-needed
changes. The design of the
building itself underutilized so
much available space that the
Please turn to p. 7, col. 1
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Boudin Links Pentagon Papers, Watergate
by Cbuck Leone
Leonard B. Boudin, speaking
before an audience of over 200
people in Room 10 of Stockton
Hall last Wednesday night,
shared with the audience a
number of his experiences in his
long career as a trial attorney in
political trials.' The talk was
sponsored by the National Law
Center Caucus of the National
Lawyers Guild.
Focusing mostly on his de-
fense of Dr. Daniel Ellsberg who
was prosecuted for criminal
conspiracy in connection with
the release of the Pentagon
Papers to the New York Times,
the Washington Post and other
newspapers, Boudin expressed
his views on conspiracy laws
generally and related those views
to his approach to the defense of
Ellsberg.
Boudin also drew numerous
parallels and connections be-
tween the government's conduct
during and preceeding the Ells-
berg prosecution and its hand-
ling of the contemporaneous
Watergate Affair. The only
rationale for the conduct of the
government that Boudin said he
could see was a "death wish on
the part ofthe government."
According to the speaker, the
Ellsberg prosecution was critical
to the government because the
possibility existed that, during
the trial. if the information
concerning the existence of the
. White House Plumbers Unit was
. exposed, many of the revelations
now public as a result of the
Watergate investigations would
SBA SetsBudget Allocations
by Scott Paseltlner
Requests for funds totalled
$7224.20. The SBA had less than
1/2 of that amount to allocate;
To disburse the money in a fair
and impartial manner, the Bud-
get Committee created a priority
category system -before looking
at the requests, and broke each
group's request into thosecate-
gories. F~E_.c::~<:~.r~quest·· the
--'Committee trimmed any given
category expense _to what it
believed reasonable. The Com-
mittee then went down our
priority list granting each
group's request until it ran out
of funds.
The priority list was Office
expenses, Poster/Publicity, Na-
tional Membership Fees, Speak-
ers,Recruitment, National
Travel; Orientations, Prizes, and
Refreshments in that order. A
Special' Projects category was
considered separately. By al-
locating our monies in this way,
we avoided passing judgement
Working Funds (grant from NLC for use by
student groups)
Expenses incurred by student groups or
the SBA during summer and to date
Remainder to be allocated
Reserved for SBA.
Remainder to be allocated to student groups
Amount actually allocated
$5000.00
-372.00
4628.00
-1800.00
2828.00
52763.00·
. '
on a group's net worth of the
validity oftheir projects.
All groups were informed by
written memo that attendance
by a representative to a budget
hearing on September 24, 1974,
would be recommended. The
Student Organizations were
forewarned that failure to attend
the Sept. 24 hearing would result
Please turn to p. 3,col. 1
have emerged much sooner than
they actually did. (During the'
Ellsberg trial it was revealed that
members of the White House
Plumbers Unit had burglarized
the office of Dr. Fielding,
Ellsberg's psychiatrist, in an
attempt to obtain information
on Ellsberg.)
Boudin explored the hypoth-
esis that the break-in at Dr.
Fielding's office led to the events
of the break-in at the head-
quarters of the Democratic
National Committee. It was
possible, said Boudin, that the
apparent success of the White
House Plumbers in the Los
Angeles burglary led them to
believe that they could burglar-
ize the Committee without any
problem.
Boudin progressed through a
chronology of the case and
mentioned that the exposure of
much of the evidence that led to
the eventual dismissal was for-
tuitous: although the govern-
ment denied that any of the
defendants had been wiretapped,
an FBI agent came forward and
claimed to remember conduct-
ing a wiretap on Ellsberg. In
addition, two "damage studies'"
conducted by the Pentagon on
the effects of the release of the
Pentagon Papers to the news-
papers were accidentally re-
vealed during the course of the
trial.
In response to questions as to
how he had become involved in
political trials, Boudin said that
the events leading to his present
occupation were largely acci-
'dental. He said that after
working in his uncle's office for
a number of years, he started out
by himself in 1948 primarily
representing leftwing trade
unions. However, the recent
passage of the Taft-Hartley law
coupled with his representations
of clients in Smith Act prosecu-
tions made many-of his clients
desert him in their desire to
prove themselves free of any
"communist" connections. At
that time his practice began to
largely deal with defense work in
Smith Act prosecutions and
Pl~ase turn to p. 6, col. 1
Elections for first year day and night repre-
sentatives to the Student Bar Association will be
held this Thursday, October to. Second year stu-
dents will also elect one representative to fill the
vacancy left by John Shapleigh.
. Five persons have registered as candidates in
the first year day elections: Judy Jurin, Dora
Flores, Linda Weinstein, Garrett C. Burke, and
Richard WexeJJ. There are four candidates in the
'first year' night elections: Herman 'Penner;
Patricia Gauvey, Jeffrey Capron, and Thomas
Casey. No student has registered as a candidate
for the second year slot.
The first year day students will elect 3 repre-
sentatives to the SBA and the night students will
elect I representative.
Since there are no formal candidates for the
second year position, the person' receiving the .
; greatest, number of write-in votes wiD be elected •
2-October 8,1974
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ABA Favors Amnesty, Equal Rights
by Oliver Long
At the recent Honolulu con-
vention, the American Bar Asso-
ciation faced one of the most
crowded agendas in its history.
Topics ranged from alternative
service for Vietnam draft resis-
tors to the creation of the
twenty-fourth membership sec-
tion of the A.B.A., on Science
and Technology.
Attention focused on social
and political issues-the House
of Delegates vote in favor of the
Earned Immunity Act. against
decriminalizing prostitution,
and .f{lr the Equal Rights
Amendment
Most actively debated were an
endorsement of "equal justice
for all," regardless of the
"position or status" of the
violator, and a resolution calling
for ethics education. The pro-
posal supporting "equal justice"
stemmed from Assembly resolu-
tions regarding a pardon for
former President Nixon. The
proposal on ethics was a com-
promise version of a motion
pre-dating Watergate, which
would have required a course on
legal ethics as a prerequisite to
graduation from an "A.B.A.-
approved" law school.
A tabled motion that would
SBA Report
by Tomas Garza
If this report is a little shaky, it could be due to the fact that I am
writing it in my Bacon Hall office while the temperature is 40 below.
~plea for heat has been made, but there is no heat in sight. Accord-
1I1gto one report, the boilers will not be ignited until October lSth, a
common date for starting heat throughout the D.C. area. If it is a
magical date that brings Jack Frost. it is inaccurate.
It is not difficult to understand the administrative and physical
coordination needed to light all the boilers. But, is the total work re-
quired to light the boilers so difficult to coordinate that a blizzard
would not alter the October 15th date? If the blizzard would cause
~n immediate work order to light the boilers. then the next question
IS how low does the temperature have to fall before the heat arrives?
In my opinion, the temperatures in Stockton and Bacon. Halls last
week were low enough to require emergency procedures.
Needless to say. the physical facilities problem at the NLC is an
area which needs endless attention. For this' reason, the SBA will
make a concerted effort to determine most of the physical facility in-
adequacies and to resolve such inadequacies if possible. At the SBA
meeting on October 1st. a special committee was set up in the SBA
~o !ulndlc the work: The comriiitree would appreciate students' help
In Its attempt to locate the deticiencies.
Money was an important subject at the last meeting when the SBA
voted on the budget allocations for the 1974- I975 academic year. Of
all the various groups funded by the SBA. nearly half did not even
appear at the budget hearings on September 24th to contest their al-
location. A complete report is published on page Iof this issue.
Elect ions will be held on October l Oth for first year day and night
represent at ivcs and one second year representative. All candidates
will be held responsible for the removal of their posters from the
bulletin boards after elections. The Election Committee will try and
have a tally of votes by Fridayrnorning. October l l th; .
Those who remember the hassle during Spring registration may
be in favor of a Spring pre-registration sometime during November.
For those in favor of such a pre-registration. the cost, i.e .. the tuition
and fees. may be a problem. For those who can't handle the.full cost,
there have been suggestions of a $200-$300 deposit or down
payment. .
Dean Kirkpatrick has indicated that pre-registration for the
Spring semester is possible, although it is dependent upon the co-
operation of the Registrar's Office. The Dean would like to pursue
the idea of pre-registration for the Spring, but he needs to know
whether the students could handle the tuition cost in November.
Please inform the SBA office of your opinion on the subject.
Please turn to p. 6, col. I
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have urged Vice-Presidential
nominees be approved through
single. joint Congressional hear-
ing instead of separate hearing
before House and Senate.
Following is a synopsis of
significant A.B.A. resolutions,
as reported in the "A.B.A.
News":
Amnesty-The Section of In-
dividual Rights and Responsi-
bilities won House OK. 117-1tO,
for its recommendation that the
ABA support S.2832. the Earned
Immunity Act, which would
allow persons who unlawfully
avoided military service to
"earn" immunity from prosecu-
tion and punishment by per-
forming alternate service for the
nation. The vote followed ex-
tended. heavy debate.
Correctional standards-The
Commission on Correctional
Facilities and Services won
approval of its recommendation
commending the correctional
standards of the National Advi-
sory Commission on Criminal
Justice Standards and Goals as a
generally sound approach and
valuable guideline for correc-
tional system improvement. The
recommendation notes that cor-
rectional standard-setting must
be the responsibility of state and
local authorities addressing the
problems and needs of their
jurisd ictions. •
Decriminalizing prostltu-
tion-After heavy debate, the
Section of Individual Rights and
Responsibilities went down to
defeat with its call for endorse-
ment of a resolution asking the
states to repeal laws that classify
prostitution or solicitation by a
prostitute as criminal offenses.
Election reform-Federal
legislation to facilitate the ability ..
of all citizens to vote was backed'
by the House. Among the
changes urged in the Special
Committee on Election Reform
recommendatio~ is adoption of
a system of postcard registra-
tion for federal elections, to
encourage greater participation.
The House also approved a
committee proposal for a change
in the procedure whereby con-
gressional approval is gained for
vice-presidential nominees un-
der terms of the 25th Amend-
ment: Instead of having investi-
gations and. hearing in both the
Law Library Complaints
The SBA- Library Committee
two weeks ago outlined the
procedure to follow if anyone
has a complaint regarding the
Library. yet: "no vone com-
plained. The Committee can't"
believe it." So. here is the"
procedure one more time.
If the complaint or problem
needs immediate attention and'
is urgent, the student should call
or walk to the third floor desk
and give the details to the
proctor on duty. If it is not
urgent, the person should write a
short note with his 'br. her name.
the details of the 'complaintand
leave it with the proctor on duty
on the third floor. In turn. both
the Staff and the Law Library
Committee will act on the
complaint at once.
'Senate and the House th, ere
woul~ be only a single, joint
hearing.
EqWlI Rights Amendment_
The House endorsed a call f
I . I orstate egis atures to ratify th
proposed constitutional Equa~
Rights Amendment (for Women)
proposed by the Law Student
Division.
Equal justice under the law-
On the recommendation of the
Standing Committee on Resolu.
tions, the House approved a
resolution that says the ABA
continues its dedication to the
principle of "fair. just and
impartial application and en-
forcement of the law," regard.
less of the "position or status" of
any alleged violator. One of the
original resolutions-both of
which were inspired by the issue
of whether former President
Nixon should be granted im-
munity from criminal prosecu-
tion-also has asked that the
Association "oppose in princi-
ple" intervention of any federal
government branch in the pro-
cess of indictment, trial or
sentence upon conviction of
"persons entrusted with high
public office." The other origi-
nal resolution has asked that the
decision of the Special Prosecu-
tor with respect to possible
prosecution of Nixon be based
solely on the merits of the case.
Employment "over 65" dls-
crimination-ABA endorsement
of removal of the.upper limit of
age 65 in employment discrimi-
nation actions, provided for in
S.2499, was denied by the House
after moderate debate, 121-61.
Please turn to p. 8, col. I
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DEPARTMENT OF FORENSIC SCIENCES G·W·U·
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ASPECTS OF
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SBA Committee
Finalizes Budget
Cont. from p. 1 _
in the forfeiture of the particular
offending group's opportunity to
argue its case before the SBA if
that group was dissatisfied with
its allocation. Law Spouses,
Student Patent Law Association,
Women's Rights, and Tax Law
failed to appear at the meeting.
Furthermore. Tax Law failed to
submit a budget request.
The present budget alloca-
tions will expire when the fiscal
year ends for the University,
which is approximately June 30.
All summer projects, including
summer mailings and orienta-
tions by several organizations,
will have to be arranged in the
Spring of 1975, and monies set
f aside at that time for the 1975-
1976 Budget. - .
Monies spent this school year
will be spent according to how
the money was requested and
actually allocated. For example,
if a group allocated $120.00 for
National Travel and $150.00 for
office expenses. the funds are
not to be comingled so that
$200.00 might be used for travel.
The SBA retains the authority to
permit an organization to
change its anticipated spending.
In addition, 5% of each group's
present allocation is to be
withheld to avoid budget ov~r-
runs.
It has been recommended that
in the future. the Budget Com-
mittee in its memo to the various
organizations in which the topic
of budget allocation is initially
broached request that the stu-
dent organizations in their pro-
posed budgets clearly demon-
strate where their priorities lie.
This will aid the Budget Com-
mittee in their task of allocating
money and will help avoid the
arbitrary assignment of priori-
ties by the Budget Committee
which in the past have been
applied "across the board" for
all groups-and often result in
distorted allocations.
The SBA accepted the Budget
Committee's recommendations
with respect to all groups except
Law Spouses. The SBA cut the
committee's recommendation of
$165.00 to $100.00.
October 8, 1f74-3
Allocated
$ 820.00
85.00
375.00
170.00
100.00
35.00
178.00
180.00
525.00
295.00
$2763.00
Requested
$1827.50
110.00
1755.00
235.00
460.00
190.00
467.90
229.30
720.00
1230.00
$7224;20
ABA-LSD Notes
Final Budget Allocations
The following is a list of the firms, corporations and government agencies that have
reserved an interview date for the Fall recruiting of prospective '75 graduates and
summer clerks:
Group
BALSA
International Law
La Raza
Lawyers's Guild
Law Spouses
LSCRRC
LSD-ABA
Patent Law
Van Vleck
Women's Rights
by Oliver Long
The Law Student Division currentiy has several
openings for students on committees of the
A.B.A parent organization. The criterion of se-
lection for committee membership is expertise in
the substantive legal area, coupled with an ability
to promote the involvement offellow students and
members of the legal profession.
The Judicial Administration Division seeks to
improve state and federal court procedure. Ap-
plicants should send a cover letter and resume to
David W. Erdman, President, A.B.A.lL.S.D.,
1155 E. Sixtieth sr., Chicago, IL 60637. .
The A.B.A. Special Committee on Legal Aid
and Indigent Defendants assesses and seeks to re-
solve legal difficulties of the indigent defendant.
One position is available, and applications for this
post also go to the Chicago address.
The Special Committee on Bar Admissions
studies those areas of the country where par-
ticular impediments to bar admissions are being
experienced. Persons interested should write to
Kenneth Ramseur, School of Law, North Carolina
Central U.,Durham, N.C. 27707 -.
Finally, the By-Law Revision Committee is pre-
paring to rewrite the by-laws of the Law Student
Division. The address is again the Chicago office.
Two writing contests are available to students.
One, solicits an unpublished article of ten to
twelve thousand words, on "Any Insurance-
Related Subject Including Trial Practice of In-
surance Litigation," and offers a thousand dollar
purse. The other seeks a published law review
note on "Preventive Law," for which the award is
five hundred dollars. Visit the Student Bar As-
sociation, lOlA Bacon Hall, for details.
Interview Schedule Through November 22
Interview Date
October 23
Agency or Firm
Arnold, White & Durkee
(Patent Law Firm)
Houston, Texas
Third Year Students Only
Squire, Sanders & Dempsey
Cleveland, Ohio
Second and Third Year Students
Venable, Baetjer and Howard
Baltimore, Maryland
Second and Third Year Students
Miles & Stockbridge
Baltimore, Maryland
Third Year Students Only
Butler, Binion, Rice, Cook & Knapp
Houston, Texas
Second and Third Year Students
Willis, Butler & Scheifly
Los Angeles, California
Third Year Students Only
Federal Communications Commission
Washington, D.C.
Third Year Students Only
Kenyon & Kenyon Reilly Carr & Chapin
(Patent Law Firm)
New York, New York
Second and Third Year Students
Cadwalder, Wickersham & Taft
New York, New-York
Second and Third Year Students
Arthur Andersen & Company
(Public Accounting Firm)
Washington, D.C.
Third Year Students Only
New Hampshire Legal Services
Manchester, New Hampshire
Second and Third Year Students
Bureau of National Affairs, Inc.
Washington, D.C.
Second and Third Year Students
Interstate Commerce Commission
Washington, D.C.
Third Year Students Only
October 23
October 24
October 24
October 24
October 25
October 25
October 25
October 28
October 29
October 29
October 29
October 31
October 31
November I
Resume Deadline November 4 & 5
October 9
November 4
October 9
November 5
October 10
November 13
October 10
November 19
October 10
November 22
October II
Date has not
October II been decided
October II
October 24
October 14
October 30
October 15
November I
October 15 November II
October 15 November II
October 17 November 14
Fried, Frank, Harris, Shriver & Kampelman October 17
Washington, D.C.
Second and Third Year Students
RCA Patent Operations October 18
Princeton, New Jersey-Third Year Students
Arlington, Virginia-Second Year night students
Justice Department (Honors Program) October 21
Civil Division, General Litigation Section
Washington, D.C.
Third Year Students Only
Fried, Frank, Harris, Shriver & Jacobson
New York, New York
Second and Third Year Students
Ober, Grimes & Shriver October 22
Baltimore, Maryland
Second and Third Year Students
U.S. Postal Service October 30
Washington, D.C.
Second Year Students Only
Rhode Island Legal Services November .5
Providence, Rhode Island
Third Year Students Only
Cofer, Beauchamp, & Hawes November 8
Atlanta, Georgia
Second and Third Year Students
Florida Rural Legal Services, Inc.
Homestead, Florida
Third Year Students Only
New Interview Dates
Hume, Clement, Brings; William,
Olds & Cook
Chicago, Illinois
PATENT Students Only
Ralph Nader Organizations
Washington, D.C.
Third Year Students Only
Legal Aid & Defender Society
Kansas City, Missouri
Third Year Students Only
Brumbaugh, Graves, Donohue & Raymond
PATENT Students Only
Third. Year Students Only
U.S. Attorney's Office for Southern
District of New York
Second Year Students Only
Harris, Beach & Wilcox
Rochester, New York
Second and Third Year Students Only
October 10
October 16
October 21
October 28
October 28
October 31
'., 1 ..
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Inadequate Facilities
The news that many needed improvements in the library are
nearing the implementation stage is indeed welcome. Even if,
as predicted in 1970 by Librarian Hugh Bernard, the Law
Library does become "no longer fuctionally viable" by 1977,
our last years there will be pleasant.
However, it is inexcusable that certain improvements, such
as muffling the heating and air conditioning system
sufficiently to make the levels of stacks quiet enough to study
in, have taken several years to plan (the library was completed
in 1967).
_The primary goal of the law school, to the extent that it
considers itself an institution of higher learning, if not to
educate its students (which is, perhaps, too pretentious a goal),
should be, at the minimum, to provide an atmosphere in
which students can educate themselves. This goal involves a
provision of competent and knowledgeable teaching staff,
sufficient resource materials, and, not least, a physical plant
in which those conditions necessary to this particular type of
self-education (such as a sufficiently low decibel level such
that one can concentrate on subject material) are present.
The condition of the library's heating and air-conditioning
system does not exhaust the list of physical plant deficiencies.
Included in any compilation must be the "Burger Chef'
chairs in both the library and in Stockton Hall (a Burger Chef
chair is defined as a chair that is comfortable only for the
length of time that it takes one to consume a Big Chef, an
order of fries, and a giant root beer-about ten minutes), the
orchestration of the several mechanical and electrical devices
in the classrooms (the air conditioning units provide the
percussion while the sound systems cover the high frequency
range), and the positioning of desks in many classrooms so as
to make aisles so narrow as to pose fire hazards.
These deficiencies must be viewed in light of what can be
done to remedy them. Although it does not seem from a
surface inspection that law school funds are being used in
great amounts to support the main campus, the matter should
be investigated in greater detail in light of the insufficient quid
law students receive contrasted to the amount of quo they pay.
The Georgetown Law Weekly recently reported that over
two million dollars had gone from their law center to the
Georgetown main campus over the past three years, and
further, there was some question of overestimation of law
center expenditures which may make the figure higher.
If that type of situation does exist in the relationship of the
National Law Center to George Washington University,
students are entitled to know why it exists and for how long it
has existed. An educational institution that has as many
physical plant deficiences as the National Law Center can
excuse those deficiencies only" in a situation in which all
parties-administration, faculty, staff, and students-are
under such financial constraints that proper corrections can
be made only over a length of time without endangering other
important facets of the educational institution.
We think that it is time for a full disclosure of law school
income and expenditures over the past several years,
particularly in relation to the budget of the University as a
whole as well as in relation to the budgets of the other
graduate and undergraduate schools.
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Who Owns Cudd e Co.?
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by Nate Rosenberg .
A true estimation of the Rockefeller fortune
will emerge only if someone in or out of Congress
can determine the answers to three hard ques-
tions: 1) Who' owns Cudd & Co.? 2) Who owns
King & Co.? 3) Who owns Eggar & Co.? "
Cudd, King and Eggar are the "~treet names
. (Wall Street) for trust funds held 111 the Chase
Manhattan Bank, a major Rockefeller holding.
Cudd & Co. may be the largest and most powerful
agglomeration of stock holdings in the world.
Senators Lee Metcalfe and Edmund Muskie tried
to bring these uncommon names to public at-
tention earlier this year; but they have not suc-
ceeded, despite Vice President-designate Nelson
Rockefeller's appearance on Capitol Hill last
week. . ,
The January 7 Washington Post reported that,
"Two senators charged yesterday that there was a
massive cover-up of the extent to which stock
. holdings in large corporations are concentrated in
the hands of very few industrial investors, es-
pecially banks. Control of many large corpora-
tions is concealed from Federal regulatory
agencies through the use of 'nominee' or 'street
name' accounts that actually belong to banks, in-
surance companies and other insitutional in-
vestors, their study shows."
The significance of such trust funds and ac-
counts in the ownership of controlling interests in
important corporations has only recently become
a matter of concern among the experts. In fact,
very little isknown about this device of private
control of wealth except among high-level in-
vestors and those who follow their activities,
including most notably law professors. The
subject is usually swept under the rug, however,
by teachers of corporation law, and typically no
time is devoted in the course of formal instruction
to exploring the influence of this kind of owner-
ship on corporate power and behavior.
For over a decade, the House Subcommittee on
Domestic Finance, headed by Wright Patman,
has been hammering away at banks to disclose
the full extent of their holdings and the holdings
delegated to them by trust. Patman is convinced
that an embarrassingly small number of eastern
,')
•
STREET
NAME
ACCOUNTS
The Rockefeller family's w~lth probably runs in
excess of 9 billion dollars in areas to the right of
the solid line. Very little is known about the value
banks, especially those located in NewYork City
(where the Rockefellers control 60% of all
banking interests), exercise an undue control over
the American economy.
The publication earlier this year of the
Metcalfe-Muskie study, entitled "Disclosure of
Corporate Ownership," further identifies the
trends whereby a few banks house in trust the
accumulated fortunes of the nation's wealthiest
families.
In an October 1964 pamphlet, the Domestic
Finance Subcommittee further disclosed the
power which such funds exert; not only do they
hold vast control of industrial corporations, but
these funds oftentimes own a significant interest
in the banks which house them. Included among
the names of the twenty largest stockholders of
these banks are the following: 1st Nat'l City: King
& Co., Siegler & Co., Cudd & Co. Chase
Manhattan: Cudd & Co., Siegler & Co., Douglas
& Co. J. P. Morgan: Carson & Co., Siegler & Co.,
Shaw & Co. The pattern is the same for all the big
eastern banks, including the Du Pont family's
Wilmington Trust and the Mellon Bank of Pitts-
burgh. .
It is-apparent that a few families and the banks
which they control own a few trusts which repre-
sent controlling ownership of some of the largest
corporations in the world; because the banks hold
the accounts in street names, it is difficult at first
blush to determine who (meaning which people)
actually control the wealth involved. The picture
is further clouded by the common occurrence
whereby these trusts own large holdings in the
banks, making difficult a true determination of
who owns the banks! Such vehicles provide
complex subterfuges for the Rockefellers, Du
Ponts, Morgans, etc., and their public disclosures
of "personal" worth consequently fall far, far
short of actual wealth.
It would behoove us, both as interested
taxpayers and as, "educated" people, to investi-
gate who owns what and how. What really counts
in the final analysis isn't how much Nelson
Rockefeller or others own, but the vast control
which their holdings exert, and the consequences
of this control for the national economy.
of the many accounts held in street name by
Chase Manhattan and other banks controlled by
the Rockefellers.
Holmes Outwits Moriarty
by Alan Kleinburd Although the play could be
The Royal Shakespeare Com- presented as a farce (one can
pany has returned to th~ Ken- easily imagine the Firesign
nedy Center after eighteen Theater making a record of it)
months and this time they've left Frank Dunlop. the director, has
Shakespeare. and brought treated the play with respect ..
Holmes. Wtltt.e~ sev:nty-fi~e Yet he has also exploited the
years ago ~y W.l1hamGillette 111 comic aspects in order to provide
collaboration WithArthur Conan the audience with comedy
Doyle, ".Sherlock H~lmes" well as melodrama. Dunl:;
seems a bit dated. but IS fun seems to be milking the play for
nonetheless. every joke he can get, without
turning the play itself into a
joke, and I'm glad to say he has
succeeded.
"Sherlock Holmes" is drawn
from the two Doyle stories, "A
Scandal in Bohemia" and "The
Final Problem." The play is not
a "who done it," but rather a
"how will Holmes accomplish
his goal" (Holmes tries to foil a
blackmail plot, not solve a
Cont. on the following page
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D.C. Clubs Offer Varied Entertainment
by Jeff Menick
Washington is a rather peculiar city for night club
type ent~~t~mmg. C?lubs have come and gone faster
than poht~cl.ansduring recen~ years. Whether the type
of.entertaming that. ~oes o~ IS so totally dinner party
oriented that sustaining night clubs is impossible, I
have not yet completely figured out. However the fact
remains that Washington has not supported more than
twoor three night clubs at a time.
The pre-emminent club in the D.C. area is, of course,
the Cellar Door. The Door has become an important
showcase for talent around the country. Along with
NewYork's Bitter End and Max's Kansas City, Paul's
Mall in Boston, and the Troubador in L.A., the Cellar
Door is considered a very important booking for a
rising star. This is due in no small measure to the
business acumen of the club's major owner, Jack Boyle.
Jack and his business associates have used the Door
as a spring-board to almost total domination of the
entertainment business in the Washington area. Aside
from the Cellar Door, they own Cellar Door Concerts,
the Stardust Inn in Waldorf, Maryland, and are in-
volved in artist management and booking throughout
the East Coast. Consequently, when a new act is ready
for a major record promotional tour, the Cellar Door
generally has almost a right of first refusal when it
comesto showcase that entertainer. .
The Door is a great place to listen to music, if you are
totally insensitive to claustrophobic seating and air that
isunfit for any human being to breathe. By the time the
crowd has settled in and gone through their first three
or four cigarettes, the air is so thick with cigarette
smoke that you feel like you have smoked a pack, even
ifyou've never taken a drag in your life.
Be that as it may, it has been very, very difficult for
anyother night club to succeed in presenting nationally
known acts on a consistent basis. The latest try, the
Corsican, on I Street between 17th and LSth, may be
ready to call it quits. Partially this is due to the fact that
they are going in heads up competition against the
'cellar Door, but partially it's due to some management
decisions that seem to this observer somewhat faulty.
First of all, their booking has not been of the best
possible quality. Last week they featured Jamie
Brockett. To get in to see this magnificent talent, who is
certainly a household word, (at least in his mother's
household) they require a cover charge of $2.00, with a
two drink per set minimum. This means to go with a
date to the club would cost approximately $15.00. In a
time of relative affluence and overindulgent spending
habits, that may not be much. However, in our society's
present inflationary cost spiral, I think there are few of
us who can afford to spend $15.00 without thinking
about where it's going. .
For example, if for that same $15.00 you could buy
two good tickets for an upcoming Randy Newman or
Van Morrison concert, or three record albums that can
be played at home over and over again, or go to the
movies twice, I think that we all know where we would
come out in going to see Jamie Brockett.
Not all of this is the club's fault, of course. As costs
for entertainers keep rising, it is going to become in-
creasingly difficult for any night club or concert pro-
moter to keep prices at the levels they have been i~ the
past. However, in the specific instance of the Corsican,
there seems to me a few things they might have done
differently, or might yet try to do.
The club itself is physically very pleasant. They have
had some success with such well known people as
Odetta, and such locally well-liked artists as autoharp-
ist Brian Bowers. However, at present they are at the
end. of a short shoestring, and their future rem~ins
cloudy. This week, Chris Williamson, one of Washing-
ton's favorite women vocalists is appearing at the club
and since it is so close to campus you might consider
walking over to catch her act.
Speaking of night club acts, Tom Rush did a short
stay at the Cellar Door recently in conjunction with the
release of his new Columbia album, "Ladies Love
Outlaws." Simply put, the album is the best thing Rush
has done since he left Elektra several years ago. Rush
started the beginning of the folk boom of the early 60's
with a couple of bluesy LP's for Prestige. He then
moved over to Elektra, and did a slew of successful al-·
bums for them in the mid to late 60's. When he left
Elektra for Columbia, he tried to change his image
from that of straight folkie to folk-rocker, a la Dylan·
and his efforts were marred by Columbia's very heavy-
handed production of his first several LP's for them.
The new album is produced by Mark Spector, and
while the amount of production has really not been cut
back, it is done so well that it is completely unob-
jectionable. Even "No Regrets," an old Rush tune from
1968, that he first recorded for Elektra in an acoustic
version, is not at all adversely affected in the new
album. The song runs for almost six minutes, and Rush
is back by Jeff "Skunk" Baxter on pedal steel, and has
back-up vocals by Carly Simon.
Rush has long been among the first to discover and
popularize relatively unknown song writers. He was
among the first to record the songs of Jackson Browne,
Joni Mitchell, and on the new album his "discovery" is
Wayne Berry. Two of Berry's songs are on the album,
and I comment on that mostly because I just received a
Wayne Berry album from RCA.
Whether he is doing ballads like the above-named, or
the rockers like the title tune, the musical arrange-
ments, the choice of material, the excellent back-up
musicians, and the production, make this one of the
most pleasant albums I've listened to in months.
During the last year I guess the hottest vocalist in the
pop genre has been a fairly middle-aged woman named
Cleo Laine who has lived in England most of her life.
While she has long been a hit vocalist in Europe,
American audiences have only discovered her during
the past year. Last fall she appeared in the Kennedy
Center's Shakespeare Festival, returned to the Kennedy
Center in May, and then played Wolf Trap during the
summer. She has an incredible range of about five oc-
taves, the control that one is used to in only the finest
jazz singers, and the musical sensibility that reflects her
long experience.
"A Beautiful Thing" is her third American release
for RCA records and while the album starts slowly,
there is enough strong material to outweigh the few
tunes that don't work very well.
Cleo does best on ballads, standard tunes, show
tunes, and other ballad types. She has done whole
albums of contemporary pop material, and generally
they don't work, and unfortunately some of the same
holds true here. The album begins with Stevie Won-,
der's "All In Love Is Fair," and continues with "Skip
Along Sam" which apparently was written by Donovan.
The two songs are among the weakest she has recorded
for RCA. However, when she moves on to a studio
version of "Send in the Clowns," the Steven Sondheim
hit from "A Little Night Music," the album picks up
noticeably. She has been doing the song in concert
during the last year, and recorded it on her Carnegie
Hall concert LP. There isn't much difference between
the two versions. but the song is an absolute delight.
Particularly outstanding songs on the album are
"They Needed Each Other" which ends the first side,
Gershwin's "I Loves You Porgy," Buffy Saint Marie's
lovely, haunting "Until It's Time for You to Go," and
Michel LeGrand's song "The Summer Knows." As
long as Cleo sticks to the material that suits her best,
she's in good shape. It's when she tries to do some of the
rock type contemporary material that she falls short.
She was supposed to appear here this fall in a benefit
for the now defunct National Ballet, and I am not
certain whether that appearance -is still on. However, if
you have never seen her, I urge you to do so the next
time she comes to town, and pick up any of the three
RCA albums that she has done for a true musical treat.
Two other new LP's that proved to be of more than
average merit include the new Herbie Hancock LP for
Columbia entitled "Thrust." Herbie found a very suc-
cessful commercial grove with his last album,
"Chameleon," which proved to be a big seller in jazz,
rhythm and blues, and rock markets. He continues
much the same kind of funky commercialism on
"Thrust," but when Herbie Hancock does it, he doesn't
sacrifice his artistic integrity. There are four long cuts
on the album and this gives all of the musicians a
chance to stretch out more than on the last LP.
However, the groove is much the same, and it makes for
very enjoyable forty-five minutes of listening.
Another one of my favorite esoteric vocalists has long
been Charles Aznavour, the French chansonnier. His
new album for RCA. "A Tapestry of Dreams," has him
doing many old favorites of his, all in English. Parti-
cularly effective are "She," "Baraka," and the lovely
"Yesterday When I Was Young." Aznavour has a voice
and a style that are uniquely his own and if you're not
familiar with his material this is a very good
introduction.
Just briefly, I would like to mention some of the
outstanding concerts that are coming to Washington in
the next month. This coming Sunday, October 12, Leo
Kottke will be appearing with Steve Goodman and
Brian Bowers at Constitution Hall. While Kottke is a
phenomenal machine gun guitarist. every time I have
seen Steve Goodman, he has stolen the show from the
headliner. The last time I saw Kottke, Goodman was
also on the bill and everybody came away loving him.
He's the writer of "City of New Orleans," and is an'
absolutely delightful person to see in concert.
On October 19, Randy Newman and Ry Cooder are
appearing together at Constitution Hall, and this is one
concert I don't want to miss. Randy Newman is pro-
bably our wittiest current social commentator in song,
and he is an-absolutely incredible person to listen to. Ry
Cooder is one of the finest slide guitarists in the busi-
ness, and together this show should be fantastic.
On October 23, one of rock's most brilliant musi-
cians, Van Morrison, will be at Constitution Hall, and
tickets for that will probably sell out quickly. The night
before that, Bonnie Raitt will be appearing at Constitu-
tion Hall with two traditional blues artists, Sippie
Wallace and Roosevelt Sykes.
Taj Mahal is going to be at Georgetown University's
Gaston Hall on the 25th of October, and Jackson
Browne will be appearing with Bill and Taffy at Consti-
tution Hall on the 27th. One show to look forward to in
November is Dave·Mason in Focus at the Georgetown
University gym. Although, McDonnough is an awful
place for a concert if it's hot, Dave Mason has always
done well in Washington, and Focus are one of the
more interesting European rock groups incorporating
classical musical elements within the rock idiom.
"Sherlock Holmes": Comedy and Drama
play is being presented by the
Royal Shakespeare Company,
the acting will be excellent.
"Sherlock Holmes" is no excep-
tion.
Cont. from p. 4
murder). Holmes' adversary is
Professor Moriarty, and his chief
aids are Dr. Watson, a capacity
to deduce facts that puts James
Bond to shame, and narcotics
(he shoots a 7% solution of mor-
phine into his veins>.
One can be fairly sure that if a
tainly looks the part and gives a
superb performance. Like Dun-
lop, he manages to present us
with a serious Sherlock, yet is
, able to draw out the humorous
side of Holmes' character. The
most enjoyable character
though, is Moriarty, played with
great relish by Philip Locke.
Aided by wonderful makeup,
Locke is the essence of evil and
the criminal underworld and
does not relent for one minute
while on stage.
While being a thoroughly
enjoyable play, those of you who
saw Peter Brook's "Dream"
should not expect anything quite
. so remarkable. What you should
expect is to be unable to get
tickets if you wait very long to
buy them, because tickets are
going very fast ... "Sherlock
Holmes" runs until Nov. 2 and
will be followed by another RSC
production, "London Assur-
ance."
Perhaps one could say that
only Basil Rathbone is Sherlock
Holmes, ,but John Wood cer-
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NLCDropout Opts for Collective Life
Law students have many
models among those who have
successfully completed law
school and gone on to positions
in law-related fields. Well-
known trial and appellate attor-
neys, politicians, law professors,
and others are those whom we
often emulate and imitate. Their
first step. like ours, the comple-
tion of law school, was the sine
qua non of their successful lives
and lifestyles.
Those who don't make it
though are often viewed as the
unfortunate ones who either
couldn't make the grade or who
couldn't stand the pressure. The
following article is an attempt to
present a view into the life of a
person who does not fit that
stereotype.
by Diane Seeger
Steve Clark is a dropout. He
made it through two years of law
school at the National Law
Center at George Washington
University. He is now working
on 18th Street at Stone Soup. a
nonprofit community foodstore,
The internal struggle that led
Steve Clark away from law
school led him into the hot.
bustling store of Stone Soup
where he stocks brown wooden
SBAReport
Cont. from p. 2
Each year the George Washington Law Alumni Association has a
traditional dinner called the Founders Day Dinner. Last year the
dinner was held at the L'Enfant Plaza and Senator Inouye was the
featured speaker. Law alumni from the entire United States eame to
this annual dinner and the National Law Center students have
always been welcomed.
This year the Alumni Association has decided to make an all out
effort to encourage the NLC students to participate. In the past. the
occasion was not advertised or promoted and the cost was usually
prohibitive for most students. A good campaign will be made this
year to encourage students to attend and the association will attempt
to subsidize a major portion of the $20 per person charge.
Obviously. thereare some advantages in attending such a dinner
which includes a great meal, an open bar. prospective employers.
. and interesting people to meet. The major disadvantage. the high
cost; will be subsidized to a more reasonable charge between
$3.50-$5.00 per person. Before the law association attempts to
search for the necessary money, however. they need an indication of
the number of students which may attend. If you have any desire to
attend this function, inform the SBA office which will relay the in-
formation to the law association,
IBoudin at NLC
Cont. from p. I
suits for governmental denial of
passport s lor pol iIica I reasons.
In response to another ques-
tion; Boudin admitted that he is
now representing former Team-
ster-Prcxident Jimmy Hoffa in
Hoffa's suit to remove the
restrictions on the commutation
of his sentence for jury tamper-
ing. The condition forbids Hoffa
from holding Union office lor
ten years after his release.
Boudin said that although he
did not agree with many of
Hoffa's views, he considered the
case to be an Importaut one in
the separation of powers mea.
This is the first time that such a
condition has been added to a
sentence commutation.' The
argument for removing the
condition is that executive con-
trol over commutation of sen-
FREE SERVICE
tenees does not involve adding
such conditions. What the presi-
dent was trying to do with the
commutation was to "fill a
legislative gap," a power that
was not his to exercise.
Boudin answered several
questions about his own family
and the various routes they had
taken, His son was editor of the
HarvardLaw Review and is now
with Covington and Burling
while his daughter. :t member of
the Weatherman faction of the
SOS, has been underground
since 1970.
The speaker's dosing remark
was that work of young people
through political parties is nec-
essary to precipitate social
change in the society.
Boudin spoke with individual
students over coffee in the
student lo_unge after the talk. __._. ,
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shelves and checks out groceries
for patient customers.
"I'm not sorry I did it," he'll
tell you. "No more resumes!"
"I'Il never go back."
Clark's philosophy has
changed along with his lifestyle,
and his conversation is peppered
with it. He stronzlv believes in
changing society, and believes his
knowledge of law will aid his
future plans.
"I went through a- process of
struggle with my parents," Steve
said quietly as he sat on an
orange crate in a back room of
.Stone Soup. his long hair pulled
back in a rubber band. "I spent
two and one half years at the
United States Air Force Acad-
emy while my father was in Viet
Nam. My father approves of my
desire to create a better world.
but fought my way of doing it."
That better world Clark
speaks of is one where the
workers have more say about
things.
"The Capitalists make money
off the workers." Clark ex-
plained. "Laws are made by
people controlling productivity
and reflect the interests of the
ruling class."
Clark's life hadn't changed
much when he left the Air Force
Academy in Colorado Springs.
He journied east to enroll in
George Washington University,
later deciding also to attend law
school there. By that time he had
gotten married. and his father
saw his decision to enter law
"It was rough going at first,"
Clark said. "The community
saw it as a 'white rip-off and at
first alot of foodstuffs were
stolen." "We'd talk to the .kids,"
Clark explained. "and tell them
we're here for your good. We
tried to relate to the community,
and relate to the people as
people. We sold our foodstuffs
at fair prices and gradually we
gained community trust,"
Clark now lives with twelve
other people in the collective he
joined. Everyone shares house-
hold responsibilities and ex-
penses within the commune.
Paychecks are put in a house-
hold "pot." Clark receives one
hundred dollars a week salary
for stocking shelves and check-
ing customers out at Stone Soup.
He keeps ten dollars a week out
for himself to enjoy movies. an
occasional meal out and for
buying gifts.
Members of the collective
have meetings twice a week to
discuss the business of running
the store and to solve inter-
personal relationships. Problems
between group members are
ironed out and dissolved through
discussion. Members can choose
to leave but. generally, differ-
ences are worked out .
How does Steve Clark evaluate
his life now?"
"Capitalism will struggle but
not die," Steve Clark believes.
"I'll spend my life trying to
change the system."
school as a decision to 'settle
down.'
But it took two years of
inward struggle to finally decide
to leave law school permanently
and "clear my head," Clark
admitted.
Clark had several reasons for
quitting law school. It had meant
a way of moving up the ladder
and changing things for him.
but he had also become dis-
illusioned with the system and
more radical in his thinking. He
saw his law background as a way
of helping "change things within
the system, acquire knowledge
of the system. understand, des-
troy. replace."
After leaving law school.
Clark. spent most of the next
four months traveling and get-
ting some money together. He
returned to Washington to
become one of the five original
persons in the cooperate venture
of Stone Soup. thus changing his
life style into one of communal
living and blending his philoso-
phy with that of his chosen
companions.
The forerunner of Stone Soup
was "Glut" in Mt. Rainer, Md.
So with a map for guidance,
Stone Soup became a reality in
August 1973 in the cosmopolitan
cross section of 18th Street in the
district.
Freshly recruited volunteers,
including law students and
former law students, joined
hands to keep the nonprofit
community foodstore going.
,.
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Benefit-Cost Approach Proves Inadequate'
by Nate Rosenberg
Perhaps the biggest deceiver of all in
the budgetary process is the system of
valuation which serves as the basis for all
governmental calculations-the infa-
mous "benefit-cost approach."
The origins of the benefit-cost ap-
proach to governmental spending go
back at least as far as the River and
Harbor Act of 1902. and it was explicitly
provided for in the River and Harbor.
Act of 1920. The approach is peculiarly
American, "stemming as it does from a
Constitution in which the antinomies
inherent in a federation of sovereign
states are compounded by a historic
refusal to allow the federal Executive
Branch full discretion over details of
expenditure. "
The computation of benefit-cost ratios
was intended to serve two purposes: it
establishes which public projects are
prima facie likely to yield economic
benefits and are hence worthy to be
submitted for Congressional approval,
and it furnishes a basis for the apportion-
ment of the cost of such projects between
the federal government and others.
The point in time at which the
benefit-cost ratio system began to get out
of hand can be dated with sufficient
accuracy as the early years of the New
deal, when massive public works became
the vogue as a means of diminishing
unemployment. At that time, prompted
by mushrooming construction and recla-
mation projects, the Water Resources
Commission of Secretary Icke's National
Resources Board called for a study of the
,"intangible factors" governing benefits
and costs, and for a revision of
conventional costing techniques.
It was truly a revolutionary suggestion;
but no general formulas of any sort were
instituted. Instead widespread encour-
agement was given to individual agencies
to seek out ways and means by which
projects tha. seemed desirable to them
could be endowed with favorable ratios.
The advice of two Hoover Commissions,
along with that of Secretary Ickes, was
thus discarded.' entrenching the Wash-
ington bureaucracy with the now-old-
fashioned ideas of "proper" planning
according to ratios.
It has been a matter for much
speculation that this huge subjective, .
structure of cost-benefit analysis should
have grown unchecked in the years since
the New Deal, despite the manifest
discontent on many levels with its results.
According to one analysis:
There seems to have been a dialectical
process at work. in which the growth of
the federal government's economic power
and influence has been matched by that
of the already endemic suspicion of poli-
ticians and bureaucrats. and both have
operated to exalt a supposedly scientific
,approach to decision making. Some
econo"!ists have promoted benefit-cost
analysis as a device to defeat the machin-
ations of what Adam Smith called 'that
insidious and crafty animal vulgarly
called the statesman or politician .. Some
administrators have seen in it a way not
only of assisting analysis. but to buttress
decision against critical assault. There
has been a singular reluctance to inquire
whether the analysis can. even in theory.
do all that has been claimedfor it.
The present system of benefit-cost
~nalysis is determined by laws, regula-
tions, and policy decisions. Senate
Document 97 has helped coordinate and
standardize federal benefit-cost analysis
the air we breathe, are thought to be
"free" goods without value in the
conventional sense.
Furthermore, the price system fails to
account adequately for benefits that are
enjoyed. or despoiled. by people who are
not parties to the transaction being
analyzed. These extra-party effects are
labeled "externalities" by economic
analysis, and join aesthetic considera-
tions on the planning scrap heap.
Familiar examples of such uncounted
costs are the disfigurement of the
landscape by billboards, the sulfuric
odors that surround mills of various
sorts, or the loss of a stand of trees for
lumbering. Price systems have always
recognized their existence. but have
usually treated them as "side effects" of
scfens, scfenLIS
They accentuate the importance of
marketable entities, and treat as non-
entities those indirect benefits and costs
which nature exacts outside the market-
place.
Nonetheless, economics has been
thought of in our culture as the science of
optimal choice, and usually involves de-
cision-making of the sort which permits
desirable comparisons among alterna-
tives. And economics often seeks to dis-
cover and develop the set of "best" de-
cision rules to be employed in allocating
scarce resources. In general, however,
while statements regarding the applica-
bility of economics in improving envi-
ronmental quality come fairly easily at
this level of abstraction, it has been
stated quite emphatically that little is
known about the long-range intercon-
nections and impacts of certain actions
over others.
These severe restrictions notwithstand-
ing. the role of economics grows ir-
resistably within our federal bureau-
cracy. It is well known, for instance. that
the main impetus of Program Planning
Budgeting (1964-1968) and developments
since has come from the new decisional.
techniques associated with economic
analysis, not from public administration
or the rule of law.
Research on environmental quality. in
contrast, reveals the distinctly normative"
qualitative issues involved in planning for,
the future. It seeks to discover not what
may be, but, given social as well as
economic values. what should be. And,
while economics offers the most rigorous
and systematic approach to this analysis,
and perhaps comes closer than any other
discipline to being able to specify social.
optima, it nevertheless misses the mark
significantly. Witness: the energy crisis"
the wheat crisis, and the present state of:
the economy.
Irideedvrn a democratically-oriented
society the determination of the sociaf
OPtimum, in the final analysis. should bet
a function ~of a. more representative;
process than the one which dominates;
the budgetary process at the hands of
OMB and the Executive branch.
(In all fairness it is clear that the entry
of economists into positions of political
influence has made an important contri-
bution; as a result of their special sensi-
tivities -to equity, parity and balance;
more and more Americans have become.
convinced of the rather unsettling reality
that many interests go unprotected in the
unwieldly group mechanism which cranks
out an annual budget each December.)
Economists, because they are tied to
outmoded systems of quantification,
. cannot be expected to purge the many.
deceiving and counter-productive mani-.
pulati?ns within the budgetary process.
and serves as the basis of present figuring
techniques. It supports use of' the
benefit-cost system to evaluate tangible
and intangible effects to the fullest extent
possible and defines how federal agencies
should evaluate items in their analyses.
Benefit-cost analysis, because it requires
conversion of all values into monetary
terms. presents insurmountable prob-
lems in the environmental area.
The major drawback of this type of
analysis is its inability to cope adequately
with' "intangibles" and indirect' costs.
Benefits such as outdoor recreation have
only a vaguely established market value,
which really represents only the interests
of private parties such as motel operators
and sporting goods manufacturers, rath-
er than the public at large; general
outdoor recreation, for instance, has
been assigned a value between $.50 and
$1.50 per man-day, and specialized
recreation has been valued between $2.00
,and $6.50.
As arbitrary' as these figures are, the
quantification of true. intangibles such as
unspoiled streams is even more difficult,
and planners; have almostinvariahly
tended to exclude such valuable con-
siderations altogether when working up
cost-benefit calculations. Thus they, like
uncertain magnitude rather than as
central points of interest.
Nor has the legal system sought to
assign any importance to commodities
deemed. worthless. by conventional eco-
nomics. In general. the aesthetics of
"externalities" have no value under law,
while in fact their values are inestimably
high. Since no markets can be imagined
for them, society as a 'wholeis made to
bear the price of their loss or disfigure-
ment.-
Finally, environmental considerations
in this pricing system always suffer under
the inherent behavioral tendency of
private producers to under-report the
. losses associated with their operations. In
a competitive, somewhat regulated eco-
nomy, the private commercial producer
. can be characterized as seeking to
monetize as few of the "social costs" of
doing business as possible. Thus, even
somecosts which everyone comprehends
as "real," escape calculations as a result
of capitalist proclivities to cut corners
and save face.
In this way, pricing systems and
resultant budgetary schemes are far from
neutral, despite the claims of objectivity
proferred by the quantified sciences.
Library Facilities Prove Inadequate
Com:-froiii-p.-r
library does not comfortably
accommodate the number of
students enrolled. The only
study area that is presently
carpeted is the first floor;
studying on other floors, especi-
ally in basement stacks where
every footstep is distracting,
ranges from difficult to impps-
sible. Plans have already been
made to begin carpeting the
second, third, and fourth floors
and possibly install carpet run-
ners in the basement.
The study chairs, a wooden
variety supposedly molding to
the body contour, are hopelessly
inferior to the plush cushioned
armchairs found in both the
university and medical school
libraries. The leaking in the
smoking lounge on the first floor
has existed for all seven years the
library has been in operation,
frequently soaking textbooks or
unsuspecting students found.
underneath.
The two elevators in the
library operate such that they .
both respond to any call; the
Director of Physical Plant sur-
mises that the problem is due
merely to a faulty programming
device.
Finally, the cooling and heat-
ing system, creating a general
physical discomfort in both
Stockton and the library
throughout the year, requires
complete overhaul. Apparently
an independent firm of engineers
has been contemplating the
problem since March of this
year; even Robert Birch, Direc-
tor of Physical Plant, calls the
system "his Watergate."
The conclusion seems ines-
capable that due to faulty
planning, a great deal of work is
necessary to bring the library up
to acceptable standards of habit-
ability, although the system is
merely seven years old. .
It is hopeful that all of the
above problems will be attacked
during this semester. If changes
are not forthcoming, it .is
proposed that a Student-Faculty
Committee be appointed ~y the
SBA to examine and evaluate
the finances of the law school. If.
in fact, we are operating under
our budget capacity, then money
should be channeled into the
library facilities to provide for
much-needed improvements. If
it is claimed that no money is
available to undertake this task
and we must continue to endure
the library in its present condi-
tion, then let us investigate our
financial situation to determine
how our tuition is really being
spent.
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the authority to correct certain
. types of errors on the Judge
Advocate General.
Protection of congressional
witnesses-The House voted to
urge reaffirmation of ABA
policy supporting adoption of
rules by Congress providing that
no witness before a congression-
al committee be compelled to
testify in any hearing being
broadcast or recorded. unless he
or she previously had so agreed.
The recommendation was made
by the Section of Criminal
Justice.
Requiring a legal ethics
course-- The House gave its
blessing to a compromise resolu-
tion drafted jointly by the State
Bar of Arizona and the Section
of Legal Education and Admis-
sions to the Bar that requires
instruction in the duties and
responsibilities of the legal
profession, but does not limit the
method used. The resolution
encourages law schools to in-
volve members of the bench and
bar in such instruction. (The
original recommendation by the
Arizona bar had required an
ethics course.)
that the ABA reaffirm its
advocacy of higher federal judi-
cial salaries and urge state and
local bar associations to begin
and expand programs to help
bring about improved judicial
compensation.
Legal aid-On recommenda-
tion of the Standing Committee
on Legal Aid and Indigent
Defendants. the House agreed
that the ABA will urge Congress
to appropriate funds to maintain
the government-funded legal
services program at the 1971
level, until the Legal Services
Corporation become operation-
al.
Military justice-- Three
changes in the Uniform Code of
Military Justice and a recom-
mendation that training in legal
subjects for service academy
students be adopted were pro-
posed by the Standing Com-
mittee on Military Law and
approved by the House after
moderate debate. The code
changes cover such matters as
the sentencing power of military
judges, post-trial review of court-
martial proceedings for errors of
law and fact. and conferring of
responsibilities. (The original
Assembly resolution also asked
attorneys not so adhering to
withdraw from the profession.)
Freedom of information-A
substitute proposal from the
Section of Administrative Law
was approved for federal legis-
lation to improve procedures for
obtaining access to government
information under the Freedom
of Information Act. The substi-
tute added the caveat that any
such legislation "be carefully
drafted to balance and protect
all interests," while placing
emphasis on the fullest disclo-
sure and maximum public
access.
Housing sex discrimination-
The Section of Individual Rights
and Responsibilities gained
ABA support for passage of
legislation on the federal. state
and local levels prohibiting
discrimination on the basis of
sex in the sale and rental of
housing.
Judicial salaries-The Stand-
ing Committee on Judicial Selec-
tion, Tenure and Compensation
won House OK for its request
belief that policies should be'
adopted to encourage private
firms to expand such efforts. in
response to appropriate incen-
tives and reduction of unneces-
sary government constraints.
Federal court practice-- The
Special Committee on Federal
Practice and Procedure won
House approval after heavy
debate for its recommendation
that the ABA go on record as
opposing the rules of certain
U.S. Court of Appeals that
drastically curtail or eliminate
oral arguments in non-frivolous
cases and opposing, a fortiori,
the disposition of cases prior to
the filing of briefs.
After moderate debate. a-
nother committee resolution was
deferred until the midyear meet-
ing. It asked opposition to
having a federal judge who pre-
sides at a settlement conference
of a case also preside in a
non-jury trial of that case, unless
so requested by counsel for all
parties or unless it is not possible
to have another judge.
Formal Opinion 336-
Approved by the House on
recommendation of the Standing
Committee on Resolutions was
an amended Assembly resolu-
tion that all appropriate dis-'
ciplinary rules apply to attorneys
whether or not they actually are
engaged in political or policy-
making activity to recognize and
adhere to professional ethical
Cont. from p. 2
. The recommendation was made
. by the Section of Family Law.
. Energy resources-Approval
was granted by the House for
several recommendations in con-
nection with development and
conservation of energy resources.
As proposed by the Section of
Natural Resources Law. the
ABA will:
• Urge that measures taken
by the government for energy
conservation recognize the com-
plexities involved in any manda-
tory program and the need for
equity and due process in the
operation of any sanctions pre-
scribed for such a program.
.• Recommend that the Con-
gress authorize the Environ-
mental Protection Agency to
permit temporary relaxation of
environmental compliance
schedules. as necessary in the
public interest.
• Support appropriate federal
legislation to establish reason-
able and predictable licensing
proced ures to permit the most
expeditious possible construc-
tion of urgently needed deep-
water ports.
• Oppose proposals for the
federal government to form a
corporation to engage in the
business of exploring, produc-
ing. transporting, refining and
marketing petroleum and petro-
leum products-and state its
Notice Congresslftan
WALDIE
Any third year student
who desires to participate in
the planning of the May
graduation ceremony or who
desires to help in the
selection of a graduation
speaker should leave a note
to that effect for Craig
Schiller this week at the
SBA Office. Room lGl A,
Bacon Hall.
SPEAKING ON:
AMNESTY (PRESIDENTIAL, DRAFT)
and HOUSE JUDICIARY COMMITTEE
BallroomFREE WednesdayOct. 9
8~IopmLaw Spouses Notes Sponsored by
Political Affairs Comm., Prog. Bd.
will meet at the Rathskeller at
the Marvin Center for beer and
whatever!
The cost is $2.00 per person
. and you should make your
reservation no later than the
20th. Send you check to Doreen
Barger, Treasurer of Law Spous-
es, . 2212 Eye Street.: N.W..
Washington, D.C. 20037. If you
have any questions, call Doreen
at 223-2653 or Alisa Ulmer at
920-4659.
The time to meet is 7:00 p.m.
and directions are: Take Exit 26
off the Beltway and follow
Branch Road for 12 miles. Look
for the sign to the right of the
road saying Brandywine 301
Horse Farm and we'll see you
there!
by AIisa Ulmer
Let's get into the mood for
Halloween and have some good
old-timcy fun! Law spouses are
having a hayride out in the
Maryland countryside October
26. Sing along to your favorite
tunes "by the Light of the Silvery
Moon" high atop a horse-driven
hay wagon. We are having a big
bonfire after the hayride, so
bring whatever you want to cook
Over the lire like hot dogs and
marshmallows. Also bring your
guitars, banjos and harmonicas
and prepare to have a terrific
time!
We arc hoping to have crisp
fall weather tilled with moon-
light but. in ease Mother Nature
doesn't have that in mind. we
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GILBERTS LAW SUMMARIES
BLACKSTONE LAW SUMMARIES
LANDMARK LAW SUMMARIES
SMITH REVIEW
NUTSHELL SERIES
AMERICAN LEGAL CASE DIGESTS
CAMBRIDGE OUTLINES
··HORNBOOKS
Jack lemmon inhis
most important dramatic
role slnce"1be Days of ..
. Wine and ROS€S."
t.PAHAMOJNT PK.'1l'fU:S nlfU-, 1RAllON
~ FU..M.NAYS.INC ~ ..
JAO{ I.EM1v1CN'
If1AMAH"'ON~SOH)f-T"llduI.·OlIn .
"SA.VElliE-TIGER"·---·----·---------··-·-:··~~
DISCOUNT 'PRICES,AND1. COMPLETE SELECtiON
• AT •••
WASHINGTON LAW' BOOK CO.
1917 Eye St., N.W. Tel. 785-0424
TH~.RSDAY OCTj 10
Showsat 5.7 & 9pm
Admission 75 cents
Tickets on sale at Marvin Center ·Info Desk
Day of Show
Films Committee, Program Board
